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The Method of Envelopes
By W. L. Miranker and M. van Veldhuizen*
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Introduction.

The differential equation
dx

A

,

,.

Tr-x+git,x),

v

where A = [°x ~¿] and e > 0 is a small parameter is a model for the stiff highly
oscillatory problem. In this paper we discuss a new method for obtaining numerical
approximations to the solution of the initial value problem for this differential equation.
As e —►0, the asymptotic theory for this initial value problem yields an approximation to the solution which develops on two time scales, a fast time t and a slow time
t = t/e (cf. Hoppensteadt-Miranker [11]). We redevelop this asymptotic theory in such
a form that the approximation consists of a series of simple functions of t, called

carriers. (This series may be thought of as a Fourier series.) The coefficients of the
terms of this series are functions of t. They are called envelopes and they modulate

the carriers. Our computational method consists of determining numerical approxima-

tions to a finite collection of these envelopes.
This computational problem has been addressed by many others with a resulting
variety of algorithms.

A first class of algorithms consists of multistep methods which

are exact for algebraic polynomials and/or trigonometric polynomials up to a certain
degree (the degree may depend on the type of polynomial).
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Gautschi [6], of Bertis and Stiefel, cf. [21] and the references therein, and the work

of Snider-Fleming [20]. In the latter paper the modified multistep methods are also
made more efficient by aliasing high frequencies by lower ones. Other methods have
been introduced by Amdursky-Ziv [1], Hoppensteadt-Miranker [10] and MirankerWahba [15]. Amdursky and Ziv deflate the system, removing its highest frequency
after its determination by computational means. Hoppensteadt and Miranker use the
asymptotic theory, as they derive it in terms of infinite averages to develop numerical
evaluation schemes. Miranker and Wahba compute running averages of the solution.
(The envelope of the carrier, which itself is a constant, is, of course, the average.)
Thus our method is related to and generalizes several of the existing attacks on this
computational problem. One of the principal merits of our method is its accuracy for
the nonlinear problem.
In Section 1 we formulate the problem to be treated.

We derive the asymptotic

theory in the carrier-envelope form and we introduce and develop the notion of a
smooth solution of a stiff differential equation.

In Section 2 we show how the smooth

solution of a differential equation may be approximated by a polynomial solution of

an associated differential equation.

We also introduce and give stability properties of

backward differentiation formulae.

These formulae are to be used later to determine

the envelopes. Section 3 shows how complex valued carriers may be replaced by real

ones and shows as well in what sense the smooth solution concept commutes with

carrier changes. In Section 4 we describe two algorithms for generating envelopes. In
Section 5 we demonstrate the existence and uniqueness of the solution produced by
the computational scheme. We also obtain local and global error estimates as they
depend on e, the mesh width h, the aliasing error and on other related parameters.
superconvergence

are also obtained.

A

result as well as stability with respect to perturbations

in initial data
All of these results in Section 5 are obtained without restriction on

the ratio e/h. By restricting this ratio we are able to obtain an additional stability
result, namely, stability with respect to roundoff errors. Finally in Section 6 we give
results of computations with our methods on a sample nonlinear problem. We point
out how the computations verify most of the theoretical behavior predicted in Section

5.
1. Exploration of the Problem. Consider the ordinary differential equation

Here e > 0 is a small parameter, g is a smooth mapping from a domain in R x R2 into
R2, x is an R2-valued map and A is the skew-symmetric matrix

"0 -r
(1.2)

_1

0.'

A solution of (1.1) is sought for t G [0, T], subject to the initial condition

(1.3)

*(0) = |.
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The existence of a unique solution x is assumed, for t G [0, T]. This solution x is in
general highly oscillatory, with approximately

27r/e oscillations per unit interval. Since

e > 0 is a small parameter, it is quite natural to describe the solution x by means of
an asymptotic

series (e —►0). This series is not so easily obtained; e.g. a zeroth order

(e —►0) approximation is not obtained by neglecting git, x) in (1.1).
Since the basis of the numerical algorithm to be proposed is closely related to
the asymptotic series for the solution x, we give an interpretation

of the asymptotic

results, suitable for our purpose (i.e. the numerical algorithm). Our reference source
for the asymptotic material is Hoppensteadt and Miranker [11].

Let <ï>(r)= expC4i). Hence

(1.4)

£<Ht/e)-j<Ht/e) = 0.

Put xit) = <ï>(f/e)u(r). By this change of variable we consider the solution relative to
<ï>(r/e). Using (1.4) and $(0) = /, we find the following initial value problem for u.

(1.5)

dtU = ^'1 We)g(t' *(í/e)u)'

U(0) = ?"

Now we introduce two time scales t and t = t/e. As long as the identification r = t/e
is maintained, no new features emerge; we simply introduce a new symbol and utilize
it where convenient. The basically new element appears by uncoupling t and r. I.e.
we consider t and t as completely unrelated variables. Then, by some abuse of notation, we are obliged to write

ii
(s\
°-6)

d = 97
3 +, 73V
1 3
Ä

where the t on the left-hand side is the old /, and where the / on the right-hand side is
the new one, which replaces the old one everywhere where the old one does not appear
as t/e.

The variable t/e is replaced everywhere by r.

For notational convenience we introduce the map G, which assigns to a function

u = u(f, t) a function C(u), given for all t, t by

(1.7)

G(u)(f, r) = $-l ir)git, 4>(r)u(r, r)).

Using this map G, we now have instead of (1.5)

(1.8)

|u+I|:u

= G(u),

with unknown (vector-valued) function u = u(r, t).
Consider (1-8) as a hyperbolic equation on the rectangle [0, T] x [0, T/e] in

t, T-space. We know that u(0, 0) = %. This condition is clearly insufficient to guarantee

unique solvability of (1.8). As we shall soon see, the asymptotic process supplies additional constraints in such a way that the uniqueness problem is circumvented. The
manner in which this happens is the basis for the numerical algorithm to be proposed.
In order to find additional constraints, consider (1.8) in the form
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(1.9)

Au = eG(u)-e|-u,

where t is a parameter.

Then (1.9) is just an ordinary differential equation, indepen-

dent variable r, dependent variable u(r, • ). Thus, the ordinary differential equation is
nonlinear, with the nonlinear term eoXu). For all u G R2 for which Giu\t, r) is well
defined we have

G(h)(î, t + 2tt) = G(w)(r, t),

Vt,

for all values of the 'parameter' t. Thus, the ordinary differential equation (1.9), with
The

t considered as a parameter, is a forced oscillation in the sense of Urabe [22].

period of the nonlinear forcing term G(u) is 2rr. Therefore, we require u to be 27r-

periodic in the r-direction.

This choice has to be justified later by the proof of the

asymptotic character of the series obtained.
Because of the periodicity in r, we introduce the Fourier series for u,

(1.10)

nit, t)=

Z eipTuJt).
pez

u is defined by

(1.11)

upit) = ±f2or'e-it>°uit,o)do,

Vp.

Formula (1.10) expresses the idea of "separation of variables." The basis functions in
the r-direction (the {e'pT} in (1.10)) will be called carriers and the coefficients {u }
will be called envelopes. The {e'pr} are not the only carriers possible. E.g. the
{cos pr, sin pr} provide different carriers, and thus, different envelopes. We also need
the Fourier coefficients of the right-hand side of (1.9). In particular, put

(1.12)

c?p(u)(r)= ¿/*VipoGiu)it,

a) da,

Vp G Z.

Then, under appropriate smoothness assumptions on u and g we may write

(U3)

GiuXt,T)-£uit,

r)= Z ¿^[yuXO-

£«,«]•

Thus, from (1.9) we obtain an equation for each of the envelopes (i.e. Fourier coefficients) separately. For p ¥= 0 and all t G [0, 7] we obtain

(1.14)

ipup = egpiu)-e^up,

Vp # 0,

which shows that the equations we obtain are ordinary differential equations with
independent variable t. For p = 0, the left-hand side of (1.9) vanishes because of the

periodicity.

Then so should the right-hand. This results in

(1.15)
Collecting these results, we have

¿«o

=*<>(»)■
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(1.16a)

touP+*7uP=SpM'

(1.16b)
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Vp*0'

â7"o=^o(u)'

(1.16c)

u(°>°) = Z upiO)= I
pez

We still lack enough initial conditions, or other constraints, to specify a unique solution.
However, examine (1.16a), and imagine g to be independent of u; thus g is a function
of t only. Then, any solution of (1.16a) consists of a smooth solution (depending,

together with its derivatives on t, and not on t/e) plus a solution of the homogeneous
equation. (This assertion will be clarified below.) This latter solution is highly oscillatory, and depends on t = t/e rather than t. But u should be f-dependent, not in-

dependent. Hence we require smooth solutions of the equations (1.16a), i.e. for p ¥=0.
Unfortunately, the concept of a smooth solution is an imprecise notion. However,
in many asymptotic results, and in many numerical considerations as well, it plays an
important part, without being mentioned explicitly. The work of Karasalo [12] is an
exception. Motivated by numerical considerations, he defines what is indicated here as
a smooth solution. However, his approach requires strong assumptions (analyticity)
and does not lead to a unique smooth solution. Here we adopt the following definition:
Definition 1.1. Consider the ordinary differential equation

(1.17)

S +fy-AO

in C", B a nonsingular n x n matrix and /a C"-valued map of class C°°. Then the

smooth solution yk of order k of (1.17) is defined by

(1.18)

yk = eB-xf-e2B~2f'+

■■■+i-l)kek

+ lB-<-k+lYk)-

Thus, a smooth solution of (1.17) is not a solution of (1.17), unless /is
and the order k is larger than or equal to the degree of this polynomial.

□
a polynomial
However, yk

is close to a solution of (1.17) in an asymptotic sense as described by the following
lemma:
Lemma 1.2. Let y be the solution of the initial value problem dy/dt + By/e = f,

yiO) = ykiO). Then
\yit)-ykit)\

= Oiek+2),

uniformly on a bounded interval [0, T].

Proof. We have

yit) = txpi-Bt/e)ykiO)+ J*q exp(-ß(r - s)/e)fis)ds.
By k partial integration steps we get

yit) -ykit) = (-i)*+ie*+iß-(*+D

ftQexp(B(t - s)/e)f^k+i)(s)ds.

Now one additional partial integration step on the right-hand side gives the result.

D
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We return to (1.16a)—(1.16c).

Our smooth solution concept as defined above

seems ineffective, because the equations (1.16a) (of which a smooth solution should be
obtained) are much more complicated than the simple linear ordinary differential equation (1.17).

However, the smooth solution concept is basically an asymptotic concept

(for e —►0), and in constructing an asymptotic series for the solution of (1.16a)(1.16c), the above simple concept, applied repeatedly, suffices. We will show this by

constructing the asymptotic series by means of a recursive process. Let us denote
successive approximations for the envelopes by [u ]k and for u itself by [u]fc.
Zeroth Term. Put [u ]0 = 0, Vp =£ 0. Let [u]0 = [«0]0 where [«0]o 's defined

as the solution of (essentially (1.16b)—(1.16c))

(1.19)

£«o=*o("o).

"o(0) = É-

This is an initial value problem for an ordinary differential equation which is not nec-

essarily autonomous. According to (1.12), g0 should be interpreted as a mapping acting
on functions rather than function values, just as is G. Hence, if function value notation
is preferred, (1.19) should read du0(t)/dt = g0(«0)(r). This clearly shows that the
notation is not the standard ordinary differential equation notation.
Approximation of Order k. Let [u]fc_j be given. Then define [u ]k for all
p # 0 as the smooth solution of order k - 1 of

(L20)

ah,+7«, =*,«■]*-i>.Vp*o.

See (1.12) for the g . Now define [u0]k as the solution of
(1.21)

|-«0

= g0iu0 + [u]k),

uoi0) = %- [u]fc(0, 0),

where

(1-22)

ft)kit,T)=Z

eipT[up]kit).
p¥=0

Then we take [u]fc as [u]fc(r, t) = H e'p7[u ]k(t).

This is clearly a recursive definition.
We now cast this construction into terms which are independent of the explicit

nature of the carriers and envelopes. We introduce the operators H, M and Jx.

(1.23)
(1.24)

(Mi)(r,t) = ^Pj

u(i, a) do,

// = (/- M)J2iI - it),

We use the notation [u]fe = (7 - M)[u]k.
to verify that

(1.25)

(/2uXr,t) = f u(f, a) da,
(/,u)(r, t) = f u(s, r) ds.

Obviously, [u0]k = M[u]fe. It is also easy

HieipTupit)) = e-^-upit),

Vp*0.

In view of the definition of a smooth solution, we may replace the equations (1.20) by
the following single equation

THE METHOD OF ENVELOPES

(1.26) [Z]k= |d/-

e2H2!" + •••+ i-\f-lekHk
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|^J

(?([..]*_t).

Thus, if we define
(1.27)

Dk = eH-

e2H2 |-

+ • ■ • + (-\)kek+lHk+1

~^,

and if we use Jx to write (1.21) as an integral equation, we have

(L28a)

[u]k=Dk_xGi[u]k_x),

0-28b)

[u0]k = ï-[u]kiO,0)+Jxg0i[u]k).

Using (1.28a)-(1.28b),

we start anew to define the [u]k recursively. For k = 0, put

[u]0 = 0 and use (1.28b) to define [u0]0. Then apply (1.28a)-(1.28b) with k = 1 to
obtain [u]j, then with k = 2 to obtain [u]2, etc. If these [u]fe exist as sufficiently
smooth functions, then this construction, by means of (1.28a)-(1.28b) is equivalent
to the earlier one, i.e. (1.20)—(1.21), and at the same time it avoids Fourier series and
related convergence questions.
The following assumption is necessary to make sure that [u]fc, as defined recur-

sively by (1.28a)—(1.28b) is well defined, for any given k > 0 and for e > 0 sufficiently small:
Assumption 1.3. (i) The initial value problem (cf. (1.19))

^7"o = £o("o)> "o(°) = £>
has a unique solution u* on [0, T].

iii) g is of class C°° on [0, T] x Bib), where

5(6) = IjcIxGR2, \x\ <
(

sup

\u*it)\+8>.

t<E[0,T]

)

Here the vector norm | • | is the euclidean norm, and 5 > 0 is an appropriately chosen

constant.

D

Clearly, this assumption implies the unique solvability of (1.28b), provided that
[u]k is sufficiently small in a supremum norm.

The second condition implies that

[u]fe_ j and G([u]fc_ j) are of class C°° (by a recursive argument).

Thus, for e > 0

sufficiently small it is indeed true that [u]k is sufficiently small, and unique existence

of [u]fc follows.
For a more rigorous account we refer to Hoppensteadt-Miranker [11]. While our
formalism differs from the one in [11], the relationship should be clear, in particular
from (1.28a)—(1.28b). Thus, we may state the following theorem and corollary (without proof):
Theorem 1.4 (Hoppensteadt-Miranker
[11]). Let Assumption 1.3 hold true,
and let e > 0 be sufficiently small. Then [u]fc is well defined and we have
\xit) - *(r/e)[u]fc(/, t/e)\ = 0(efc +l ),

uniformly for t G [0,T].

D

e~+0,
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Corollary

1.5. Under the above conditions

Oiek),

Jp-{[u]kit,T)-[u]k_xit,T)}

for j = 0, 1, 2, ...

e -+ 0,

, and uniformly in t and r, t G [0, T], t G R. D

We conclude this section with the following observations.
Remark 1.6. The relations (1.28a)—(1.28b) may be derived much more directly.

However, we require the Fourier coefficients explicitly, to reveal the smooth solution

concept behind the asymptotic series. The smooth solution concept forms the basis for
the numerical algorithm.
Remark 1.7. The relations (1.28a)-(1.28b)

demonstrate that the [u]fc are R2-

valued. This is much less clear from the description in terms of Fourier coefficients.
In Section 3 we will show how to choose a convenient basis in the r-direction (i.e. set
of carriers), which preserves the smooth solution concept, and which gives R2-valued
envelopes. E.g. if we write
ao

oo

Hit, T) = Z

Up(t) COSPT + Z

0

1

Vp(t) sin P7,

we have R2-valued envelopes, but the smooth solution concept is not applicable, be-

cause 9/3r maps cosines into sines.
The numerical algorithm to be proposed is closely related to (1.28a)-(1.28b).

In

place of [u]fc and [u]fc_, we introduce one discrete approximation (to [u]fe). Dk_ x
is replaced by a discrete approximation and the equation (1.28b), essentially an ordinary differential equation is replaced by a collocation method. This set of discrete
equations may be solved by an iterative process which is the analogue of the recursive
process defining the [u]fc. But equally well, a different

e.g. a Newton-type method.

solution method may be used,

This is particularly important if e > 0 is not very small

(in relation to problem dependent parameters or algorithm dependent parameters).
2. Approximation of a Smooth Solution.

The smooth solution concept plays an

important part in the construction of the [u]fc in Section 1. Indeed our aim is to

approximate zZe'pr[u ]k. In this section we discuss the approximation of a smooth
solution by a numerical method.

The simple methods which will be proposed play an

important part in the numerical algorithm for approximating an asymptotic expansion

for the solution of (1.1).
Consider the ordinary differential equation (cf. Definition 1.1)

(2-1)

|

+ *y=fit).

Here /is a C"-valued map of class C°°, and B is a nonsingular matrix. Let nkf denote
an interpolation polynomial of/on k + 1 abscissae; the abscissae should all be different
from each other, and they are supposed to belong to a segment [0, h] Here h plays
the role of the stepsize. Let | ■ | denote a norm on C". As matrix-norm we use the
corresponding l.u.b.-norm. The following lemma shows how to approximate a smooth

solution of order k of (2.1).
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Lemma 2.1. The equation

(2.2)

3r+f/-«»/

in the unknown yH, yh a polynomial of degree < k, has a unique solution given by

(2.3)

/

= eB-XTtkf- e2B-2iKkf)' + • • • + i-\)kek+lB^k+'\-nkffk\

Moreover, if yk is the smooth solution of order k of'(2.1), then there exists a constant
c(k), depending on k, but not on e, h and f, such that in the L°°(0, h)-norm \\ • \\

(2.4) \\yk -/ll

< ec(k)hk+1(\B-i\ + ||5"2|

+ • • • + ^|ZT<fc+1>| W+1>||.

Proof. Clearly, y as given by (2.3) is a solution of (2.2). Any other solution of
(2.2) therefore differs from yh by a solution of the homogeneous equation dy/dt +

By/e = 0. Since B is nonsingular, a solution of the latter equation is never a polynomial, unless identically zero. This proves the uniqueness of yh. The estimate (2.4) fol-

lows from a termwise application of the well-known estimate

§r«kf-fU)\\<Cj«k-i+1\\f(k+l)u
with constant c ■independent of h and / and the ensuing assignment c(k) = max ^ kc ■.O
Clearly, formula (2.3) defines an algorithm for the approximation of the smooth
solution yk of order k. The approximation error is given by (2.4).
In general, the algorithm defined by (2.3) will be applied on consecutive.subintervals (0, h), (h, 2h), (2h, 3h) etc. On each subinterval, the approximation error is given
by (2.4), with || ■ || interpreted as the ¿""-norm on that subinterval. Hence, if the total
interval is (0, T), then the approximation error again satisfies (2.4), but with || • ||
interpreted as the ¿°°(0, 7/)-norm.
The method defined by (2.3) is self-starting.

ever, if y" is an approximation

No initial values are required.

How-

for yk, obtained by applying the method on consecutive

subintervals, then y" is in general discontinuous, with jump discontinuitites at the joins

of the subintervals. This is caused by the (7rfc/)"'-terms.

The discontinuity is very

mild, since the size of a jump is at most twice the size of the approximation error
yk-yh-

The method defined by (2.3) should not be applied if e\B l\/h is "large." Indeed,
on a suitable basis in the linear space of all polynomials of degree < k, the terms
("■fc/) in (2-3) are simply the difference formulae for the approximation of/"*.
Such formulae are well known for their instability with respect to roundoff. Since
yh = OieB~l) and the (7rfc/)(/)-terms in (2.3) are premultiplied by ei+lB~u+l\
then
in the scale of yh, each such term is premultiplied by éB~]. This premultiplication
compensates for the numerical instability, or even annihilates it, if e\B~x\/h is sufficiently small.
If/= fit, y), formula (2.3) still applies, provided that ~nkfis interpreted as
(ffc/XO = ffc/( ' »yhi ' ))(0; thus itkf contains the unknown yh. Clearly, the problem
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dy/dt + By/e = f( ■, y) is a model for the equations (1.16a), which are somewhat

more complicated.

In the numerical algorithm to be proposed, we make use of the

equations (1.16a) and the method defined by (2.3), with nonlinear right-hand side. In

this way, the recursive process for the [u ]k is replaced by a single equation.

In Sec-

tion 5, the unique solvability and the approximation properties of this process will be

discussed.
Practical experience indicates that the process described is quite costly if / =
f(t, y). In such a situation, the process has all the disadvantages of a Galerkin or
collocation method, and the arguments of Keller [13] against such methods apply to
the above process as well. Therefore, we look for an alternative procedure to couple
with the one already described.

It will be shown for the simple equation (2.1), that the backward differentiation
multistep formulae provide an alternative for the method defined by (2.3), as long as
appropriate starting values are supplied (the latter being furnished by the method
(2.3)).

See Henrici [9], for general information about multistep methods, Gear [7],

[8] about the backward differentiation formulae in particular, and Lambert [14] about
stability domains in general.
The backward differentiation formulae are of the form
(2.5)

y„ + <*iyn- !+•••+

OLryn_r = hßQfn,

a, * 0.

(We use the standard multistep notation; e.g. when applied to (2.1) one should read
/„ = - By Je

+ f(tn) in (2.5).) The coefficients a,,.

.. , ar, ß0 with ar ¥= 0, are deter-

mined by requiring (2.5) to be both stable in the sense of Dahlquist [5] and exact if
applied to an ordinary differential equation with a solution which is a polynomial of
degree < r. For r = 1,2,. . . ,6 these requirements are known to determine unique
coefficients. See Gear [7]. Thus, we restrict ourselves to r = 1, 2, . . . , 6. We now

state and prove Lemmas 2.2—2.5 which describe the accuracy and stability with which
the backward differentiation formulae (2.5) may be used to approximate smooth
solutions.

Lemma 2.2. Let yk be the smooth solution of order k o/(2.1).
local discretization error of the method (2.5) is given by

5n = l\yk(tn) + ■■■+ <*ryk(tn-r)+ W^VM

For this yk the

~ ß0hf(t„)}

= (- i)kß0ek+ '¿Hfc+' )(/„) + h'Oi\\yír+ ' to.
with || • || the L°°itnr,

tn)-norm.

Proof. The construction of the coefficients implies that for any smooth function,

and thus for yk in particular

\(yk(tn) + ■■■+Wn-r»

= ßM*n) + WH"

' ^D-

Hence, by simple substitution

«„ = 9ÁSM + -eyk(tJ-f(t„)} + *ro(iLvir+1)iD.
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For yk we have the explicit formula (1.18). With this formula, the assertion readily

follows. D
The following stability properties of the method (2.5) are well known, see Gear

[7].
Lemma 2.3. Apply the method (2.5) to the scalar equation y = Xy. Then, for
all starting values y0, yx.yr_
x, and for \hX\ sufficiently large, we have yn —►0,
n —►°°. // Re(X) < 0, then yn —►0, n —►°° for all h > 0 and all starting values

y0, yx, ■■■, >V_i> provided that r = 1,2.

D

This stability result is not enough; we also need a bound for the yn. Indeed, the

above lemma does not exclude that under the circumstances cited sup„ !.)>,,
| —►°° for
fixed starting values and |^X| —►°°. We show:
Lemma 2.4. Apply the method (2.5) to the scalar equation y = Xy. Then, for

\hX\sufficiently large
\yn\ <

max

j=0,...,r-l

\y¡\, V«.
'

Proof. For \hX\ large, the roots of the polynomial (1 - ß0hXyxr + axxr~ ' + • • •
+ ar are approximately given by
„2-nij/r

W:

Write the solution^

W,

W

asyn = SiL^a-w".

The a- are determined from the starting

values by a linear equation, the matrix of which is the Vandermonde matrix
/■1

.

\

/,

w r-l

wn

r-l

Ci/

\<

...1

\/;:
W

-2iri/r

0

\o

/

\ 1.

e-2ni(r-l)/rj

Apart from a multiplicative factor \/r, the last matrix here is unitary. Hence, a- =
Oiwl~r), for; = 0, 1, . . . ,r- 1. Thus, y n = Oiwl-fw") = Oiw"~r+l) = O(w)
for all n > r. But w —►0 for |rj\| —►°°. This proves the assertion.

D
This result can be improved upon by carefully estimating the constants in the

O-symbols in the above proof. Upon doing so we obtain the following lemma by standard

techniques.

Lemma 2.5. Let B be diagonalizable, and let the method (2.5) be applied to
(2.1).

Then there exists a constant c, depending only on B and r, such that for e/h

sufficiently small and all n> r
\yk(tn)-yn\

<

ch
Y^-p max |5
|6pJ | +cp"-r+l
+ cp"-r+1^
p<n

with p ~ OHe/h)1>r)for e/h —>0.

P

max _ \ykit¡) - y¡\
0<;<r-l

D

Thus, because of the strong damping, the error in the starting values scarcely
affects the y

for n > r, and the global discretization error is mainly determined by
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h x max|ô |, with the 5 given in Lemma 2.2. This shows that the backward differentiation multistep formulae may be used to approximate a smooth solution.
Because of the strong damping, starting values y, = 0, / = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1,
might be used. However, in a nonlinear situation, and if e/h and e are not extremely
small, this should not be done. It is much better to use the method defined by (2.3)
to generate the starting values. This is costly, but it has to be done only once. This
process will be explained in more detail in defining the numerical algorithm for (1.1).
Finally, it should be observed that the problems and the algorithms of this

section are closely related to earlier work of Miranker-Wahba [15].
necting this section with their methods may be found in [16].
3. A Question of Formulation.

Some ideas, con-

In this section we show how to avoid complex,

nonreal numbers in the formulation of the problem, and thus in the algorithm. In the

next section we will describe the algorithm in a complex linear space, and thus the
algorithm would require complex arithmetic in an actual computer program. It is
possible to avoid the complex arithmetic, if the asymptotic series for the solution of
One simply has to change the carriers

(1.1) is real, and this is the common situation.

(basis functions in the r-direction, e.g. the {e'pT} in Section 1). In changing the

carriers, one changes the equations (1.16a)—(1.16c). Thus the smooth solutions change.

We need to make sure that the change in the carriers is reversible with respect to the
smooth solution concept. Even more, we need to make sure that the smooth solution
concept is preserved under the change of the carriers. E.g. replacing the {eipT} by the

basis functions {cos pr, sin pr} destroys the smooth solution concept of Definition
1.1. It will be shown that a basis involving powers of $(r) (cf. (1.4)) is a good substitute for the basis of the {e'pT}.
The result of this section is the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. (i) If fx, f_x G C2, then there exist unique gx, g_x 6C2 such

that for all rGR,fxe"

+f_xe~ir

(ii) For j = 1,-1

= ^)gx

+ *-»iT)g_x.

let u, be the smooth solution of order k of

f",+ f «/=//«> //GCfcAlso, for j = 1,-1,

let y- be the smooth solution of order k of (c/ (1.2) for A)

Then uxeiT + u_xe~"

= ^T)yx + $"1(r)j_1

iff fxeiT +f_xe~iT

= <¡>ir)gx+

*~1ÍT)g_x. □
Indeed, this is what we need. The first statement asserts that the basis functions
elT and e~ " have a representation in terms of the real functions <I>(t)and 4>_' (t).
The second statement asserts that this change in basis does not affect the smooth solution: the smooth solution concept commutes with this change in basis.
Proof of the Theorem. The first statement follows easily: First, we observe that
A = UAU*, U unitary and that
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i

0"

.0

-/.

Second, we use i>(r) = exp At = £/(exp At)U*.
Making use of the definition of a smooth solution, it may be seen that the second
assertion is implied by the equivalence relation

{VPG N,_r»/1ifr
~{//'T

+ i-i)-pf_xe~iT
+Lle~iT

= A~p^iT)gx + i-A)-"®-1

ir)g_x}

= *iT)gx + S-V)^}.

So we prove this equivalence.

<*: Differentiate fxe" + f_xe~'T and <t>(T)áTi
+ &~lir)g_x
respect to t. Observe d$~x ¡dr = -A<i>~1. Then use

(3.1)

r2pi = i-i)-2pi = a-2p = (-¿r2p

each p times with

= i-iyi,

Vp.

=»: Integrater"/,«"- + (-i)~p/_1e~/Tand¿-"ifrtei + (-^r^-1^)^
each p times with respect to r. Making use of (3.1), the result is,

V'T

+f_le~iT

= <HT)gx+ ^-1ir)g_x

+ tt(t),

with ïï(t) a polynomial in t. Since $»(t), <ï>~! (t) and e±lT are bounded uniformly in
t G R, 7t(t) is a constant. However, in the r-direction, fxelT + f_xe~"
<5_1(t)^_j have mean value zero on [0, 27r]. Thus 7t(t) = 0. D

and <&(r)gx+

4. The Algorithm. In this section the numerical algorithm is described.

The algorithm to be described consists of two parts: a starting method, and a
The latter is
essentially Gear's multistep algorithm for stiff equations, see [7], and so we concentrate
on the starting method.
The starting method is a discretization of the equations (1.16a)—(1.16c). First,
method to be used once suitable starting values have been obtained.

the number of Fourier coefficients is made finite, and only Fourier coefficients with

index p, |p| < d are approximated.

For p ^ 0, the approximation method in the t-

direction is the self-starting smooth solution solver of Section 2. For p = 0, a collocation method is used, cf. Axelsson [2], Weiss [23] and Russell [18] for collocation
methods.

The use of a collocation method for p = 0 is quite natural, provided that

the collocation points coincide with the abscissae of nk, the interpolation

polynomial

projector used in the smooth solution solver.

It is also possible to view the algorithm as a discretization of (1.9). First a discretization in the r-direction and then a discretization in the r-direction as well. In
both cases, the discretization is a projection method.

I.e., it is defined by a projection

and (two) function spaces. We will now describe these discretizations.
Discretization in the r-Direction

Consider a function u = u(r).

It is not impor-

tant here whether u depends on r and t rather than t, because processing in the tdirection is performed for t kept fixed. So we may as well omit t in the notation, at
least in the description of the discretization in the r-direction. We assume u = u(t) to
be periodic, period 2ît. Its Fourier coefficients up are given by
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uP=iCu(°*-ip°d°There exists a simple discrete version of this formula, which makes the approximation

of the u

\p\ < d, possible. Let m > 2d + 1 be an integer and set

(4.1)

T/ = ^,

; = 0, 1,2,...,

m -1.

Then, up is approximated by u , where

~

(4.2)

1 "U1

"P = -

Z u(r;.)e *"•/.

/=o
In (4.2) there is no distinction between u

and u if p = q (mod m). This is the well-

known aliasing effect.

Let u = u(r) (or u = u(r, r), but then r is kept fixed) be continuous on [0, 27r).
Then the u are well defined, because r- € [0, 2tt) for / = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. Thus,

we may define TIdm by

(4.3)

(nd,mu)(r)=

Z

eipTup.

\p\<d

Clearly, Ud m assigns to u a trigonometric polynomial of degree < d. Since m>2d
1, «

+

= w for u a trigonometric polynomial of degree < d. Then Xld m = Xld m. I.e.,

ndm is a projection.
As a special case, choose d = 0. Clearly, TI0 mu approximates the mean value
(27t)_1 /0"u(a)cia by the mean value of the data u(r.-),/ = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. For ease
of exposition we therefore use the notation
(4-4)

Mm = n0;m.
Discretization in the t-Direction.

Consider a function u = u(r). It does not

matter whether or not u = u(r, r) rather than u = u(r), because all processing in the
¿-direction is performed for x kept fixed.

So we simply drop r. We will make use of

two discretizations in the i-direction.
The first discretization is the projection -nk, which assigns to u the Lagrange

interpolation polynomial on k + 1 different abscissae in [0, h].
The second discretization which we need is called 7rfc_j. nk_x is defined by:
nk_ jU is a polynomial of degree < k - 1 and 7rfc_x u - 7rku is orthogonal to all poly-

nomials of degree < k - 1 in the ¿2(0, h) inner product. Thus, if P. is the Legendre

polynomial of degree i, shifted to (0, h), and if 7rfcu= a0P0 + • • • + oikPk, then
7rfc_jU = a0P0 + • • • + ak_xPk_x. This shows that nk and irk_x use function values
evaluated at the same abscissae.
Discretization in the t, r-Plane. Let u = u(r, t) be continuous on [0, h] x R,

and periodic with period 2rr in the r-direction for all t. By keeping t fixed, we may
apply ndm to u(r, • ), and then, by keeping r fixed, we may apply nk (or irk_x) to
(ILj m u)( • , t).

If u is sufficiently smooth in the r-direction for all t, then u may be

written as the convergent series
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(4.5)

u(r, r) = Z eipTupit).
pez

Obviously,

(4.6)

(ndmuX/,r)=

Z

eipTZpit),

\p\<d

(4.7)

(7rfcndmu)(i, r)=

Z

eipTinkup)it),

\p\<d

where the u are given by (4.2) (r considered as a parameter).
On the other hand, lld m7rfcuis also well defined by the continuity of u. Again,
for u sufficiently smooth in the r-direction, we have
(4.8)

(7Tfcu)(r,r) = £

eipTinkup)it),

pez
while nd m7Tfcu= 7Tfcndmu for u smooth. The following Lemma 4.1 and its Corollary
4.2 assert that continuity alone of u is sufficient for the commutativity of these projections.
Lemma 4.1. Let u be continuous on [0, h] x (0, 27r). Then nkfld mu =
nd,mff*u-

Proof.

Let v(r, r) be of the form zZzZa etpTtq, with finite summations, such

that vitr, r •) = u(rr r ) for all points r-, / = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1, and all k + 1 abscissae
tr of irk. Thus v is smooth in the above sense (no convergence problems because of
the finiteness of the sums), and 7rfcIIdmu = 7rfcTIdmv = ITd m7rfcv= TId m7rfeu. D
Corollary
4.2. The projections Ud m and Mm in the T-direction commute

with the projections nk and irk_ x in the t-direction if applied to continuous functions

on [0, h] x (0, 2tt). D
The Discretization of il.9) in the T-Direction. The basic equation (1.9) is hyperbolic. Its solution is subjected to boundary conditions for r = 0, r = 2rr (the periodicity in r), an initial (point) condition

as well as the smooth solution concept in the t-

direction. This situation is familiar in numerical analysis and one of the frequently
used discretization methods is the "methods of lines". (This method is best known for
parabolic equations.) The idea of this method is to discretize first in one direction
(this yields the lines) and then in the other. We do exactly that. Following common
practice, we discretize first in the variable for which boundary conditions are the constraints: in our case r. As "line functions" we use envelopes, i.e., Fourier coefficients,

and the discretization replaces an infinite number of them by a finite number.

This is

accomplished by TId m. Thus, we construct a system of ordinary differential equations
(with independent variable f) which approximates (1.9). The unknown will be of the

form

(4.9)

udit, r)=

Z

eipTup(t)

\p\<d

with differentiable up. Observe (nd mud)(r, r) = ud(r, r) for all (t, r) e [0, h] x
(0, 2rr). In Section 1 we used the Fourier coefficients gp(u)(t). Here we need their
discrete counterparts,
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1 m—

(4.10)

2>X0 = ¿ Z e-ipTtGiu)it,
r,).
/=o

This is just formula (4.2) for G(u) instead of u. Quite clearly

(4.11)

(TIdmGiu))it,r) = Z

e'pT?p(uX0.

\p\<d

Since nd mud = ud, it follows that 3TId mud/9r = 9ud/9r and that 3IId mud/9r =
9ud/9r. Thus we replace (1.9), written as

(4.12)

1-u
3r = -ifu
e 9r + G(u)

by
(413)

£ud=-i¿ud

+ nd,mG(ud).

This leads to the following system of ordinary differential equations for the u (cf.

(4.11)).
(4.14a)

^Up = -ljup

(414b)

+ ?p(ud),

0 < |p| < d.

¿*-*w

This defines 2d + 1 ordinary differential equations in the 2cf + 1 unknown C2-valued
functions u

This resembles (1.16a)—(1.16b), and it explains the nomenclature:

method of envelopes.
The Self-Starting

Method.

(4.14b), in the r-direction.

Now we discretize (4.13), or equivalently

(4.14a)—

We require smooth solutions for the equations (4.14a) and

therefore, in view of Lemma 2.1 and the discussion following it, we replace the u

in

(4.9) by polynomials uh. I.e., we replace ud by ud k,

(4.15)

udkit, r)=

Z

eipTuhpit).

\p\<d

Each polynomial uh has degree < k. Then (4.14a) itself is replaced by

(4.16a)

£«£ = -|«J

+ 7T
Jp(ud>fc), 0 < |p|< d,

as suggested in Section 2. Since degree (w„) < k, we replace the ordinary differential
equation (4.14b) by the discretized ordinary differential equation (projection method)
(4-16b)

-uh0 = irk_xg0iudk).

Finally, we have the initial condition

(4.16c)

»d>*(0,0)= Z

IpKd

«£(0) = *.
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Thus, (4.16a)-(4.16c) is a direct discretization of (1.16a)—(1.16c).
The equations (4.16a)-(4.16b) are nonlinear in the unknown polynomials uH
(through the ? -terms). If there is a unique solution for the uh, it should be obtained
by an iterative process. Picard iteration could be used for (4.16b). In (4.16a) we can
make the troublesome 9/9r-term more explicit, if we write this equation in the follow-

ing equivalent form, hinted at in Section 2.
e
~
up = ^kSpiUd.k)

(4.17)

+ •••+(-

/e\K+X
bk
i)k[j¿)
-¿pr*kgp(»d,kl

This suggests successive substitution, because of e > 0 being small. For e and h not
extremely small, one might wish to accelerate the process by a Newton-type device.
However, the concomitant explicit computation of the Jacobian matrix of the right-hand
side of (4.16b), (4.17) seems costly, and should therefore be avoided. Numerical differentiation for determination of the Jacobian matrix seems more appropriate.
Finally, we give a carrier independent formulation of the starting method. We
use H, M, Jx and Dk as in Section 1, cf. (1.23), (1.24), (1.27). Moreover, we use the
notation ud k = (I - M)ud k. Then the equivalent form is (use (4.17))

(4.18a)
(4.18b)

udtk=Dk*kUdimGiud>k),
UH= %_ ~djfc(0, o) + Jx«k_xMmGiudik).

(Compare (1.28a)—(1.28b).) Indeed, our starting method is a discretization of the
type indicated in Section 1.
The Multistep Method. The above algorithm is obviously quite expensive, since
on each subinterval, for instance on (0, h), (2d + 1) x (k + 1) unknown 2-vectors are
to be determined from the nonlinear equations (4.16a)—(4.16c). Using a multistep
method as a discretization of (4.14a)-(4.14b), requires the determination of 2d + 1
unknown 2-vectors in each step.

Therefore, we propose the use of the multistep

method (2.5). However, the starting values should be obtained by employing the self-

starting method.
We return to (4.14a)-(4.14b).
This is a stiff system of ordinary differential
equations. For e > 0 small, the Jacobian matrix of this system is to a reasonable
approximation given by the linear terms in (4.14a)-(4.14b), i.e., the factor ip/e multiplying u . Hence, the Jacobian matrix has many eigenvalues on, or close to the imaginary axis, and having large modulus as well. Of course, (4.14a)-(4.14b)

is a discretized

hyperbolic partial differential equation (discretized in the r-direction only) and the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix correspond to modes for the hyperbolic problem.

Usually in the numerical treatment of hyperbolic problems, these modes must be
represented reasonably well (energy conservation, or at least no strong damping). Here

the smooth solution concept enables us to avoid that requirement.

Therefore, we pro-

pose the use of the backward differentiation formulae (2.5) to solve (4.14a)-(4.14b)
approximately, despite the strong damping properties of these multistep methods for
large modes. Indeed, the strong damping property is advantageous. See the simple, but
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illustrative discussion in Section 2 for properties of the multistep methods (2.5) in

approximating a smooth solution.
The multistep method needs starting values. These values should be supplied by

the self-starting method.
A variable order, variable stepsize implementation of the multistep methods (2.5)
might be used. However, one should be aware of the instability of the higher order

methods (r > 3) for eigenvalues of moderate size along, or close to, the imaginary axis.
Approximation of x.

Both the self-starting method and the multistep method

yield approximations for the u , \p\ < d. Thus, xit) is directly approximated by

Ht/e) Z

eipt,£uPit),

\p\<d

in which expression t and r are coupled by r = t/e.
might need some additional interpolation,

For the multistep method we

since only discrete values of uh are obtained.

Special Cases. The above self-starting algorithm is defined for k + 1 arbitrary

abscissae on [0, h].

In the actual algorithm these abscissae must be fixed, and Lobatto

points, Radau points or Gaussian points seem a reasonable choice. In the case of
Gaussian points, the algorithm might be changed slightly: instead of using a polynomial
of degree < k for Uq, one may use a polynomial of degree < k + 1 for u^, but not for
the other u
points.

The same possibility applies for Radau points, but not for Lobatto

Also, in the multistep method one might use an Adams-Moulton multistep

method for «J, but not for the other uh, p # 0.
5. Error Estimates. In this section we give a rigorous analysis of the self-starting
method.

We proceed by introducing

define the self-starting method.

a set of equations,

equivalent

to the ones which

This new set of equations allows the use of the Banach

fixed point theorem without the restriction that e/h is small. The result is existence

and uniqueness of a solution of the equations defined by the self-starting method.
Also, error estimates are obtained, see Theorem 5.14 below. Then we use this basic
result in analyzing some properties of the self-starting method: superconvergence;

stability with respect to perturbations

of the initial vector; global error estimates.

These

results are obtained without the restriction that e/h is small. We also obtain stability
with respect to perturbations

of the right-hand side of the equations (rounding errors).

However, this particular result requires a restriction of the form e/h < c/k2, c a constant. Cf. Consequence 5.22 below.

An analysis based on the assumption e/h small might very well be obtained.

Cf.

(4.17) and the successive substitution process suggested there. Nevertheless, we adopt
an approach without the condition that e/h is small. This permits a sharp distinction
between the role of e and the role of h. Such a distinction is important, because e

and h do play differing parts. The parameter e is specified by the problem, i.e. the
equation (1.1), while h is chosen in applying the self-starting method. Thus, from the
point of view of numerical analysis, e is not a free parameter, while h is a free parameter.
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Readers not interested in technical details may proceed to Theorem 5.14 below;
the technical results preceding Theorem 5.14 may be skipped as they are not required

for understanding the statements of the results. However, one should take notice of
the norms || • ||, ||| • ||| (see (5.5), (5.6) respectively), and the symbol r/d m (see the

discussion immediately preceding Theorem 5.14).
To begin with we reproduce the relations which determine [u]fc, cf. (1.28a)-

(1.28b) and ud>fc,cf. (4.18a)-(4.18b).
(5-la)

These are

[u]k=Dk_xGi[u]k_x),

(5.1b)

u0 = %- [u]t(0, 0) + Jxg0i[u]k),

and
(5.2a)

ud>fc=£»fc7rknd>mC7(udfc),

(5.2b)

uh0= %- Zdki0, 0) + JxHk_ xio(udjfc),

respectively. Here, and henceforth, we use the notation of Section 1 and Section 4
respectively. In particular, recall g0(u) = AfG(u), g0(u) = AimC7(u). We will make use
of the following two function spaces.

C = {u | u: [0, h] x R —> R2, continuous, 2;r-periodic in the

second variable for all t G [0, h]}.
(5.4)

Cd k = •lu | u(r, t)=

Z

e'pTWp(r),"p a polynomial of degree < k>.

In particular, ud k G Cd k C C. The Euclidean norm in R2 is (again) denoted by I • |.
Observe that |4>(r)| = |$_1(r)|

= 1 in the corresponding matrix norm. In C we have

the supremum norm || • ||,

(5.5)

Hull=

sup

(t,T)e[o,h]xR

|u(f, t)\.

An important part is played by the norm III • III,which is defined on a subset of C by

(5-6)

IHulll
=

max
/=0,l,...,k

öt'U

Use of the norm |||u||| always implicitly presumes that the partial derivatives 9/u/9i/

j < k, are continuous, i.e. are elements of C.
If v = v(f) rather than v = v(r, r), we just interpret v as a function of (t, r) (but
one which is constant in the r-direction for each t), and we use ||v|| and |||v||| with the
obvious meaning.

The map G, cf. (1.7), is defined by
(5.7)

G(u)(i, r) = *- ' ir)git, «i>(r)u(r,r)).

Thus, for smooth g, G is differentiable with respect to t and r, and Fréchet differentiate with respect to u. In particular, we have
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(5.8)

(y( g)(u)(/, r) = *~' ir)gtit, <ï>(r)u(/,r))

with gtit, x) = dgit, x)lot. Also,
(5.9)

(¿

g) (u)(r, r) = <í>-!ir)gxit, <ï>(r)u(/, r))<ï>(r)

with gxit, x) = 9g(/, x)/9x.

Note that (9G/9«)(u)(/, r) is a linear map from R2 —> R2,

(9G/9m)(u) is a linear map from C into C, and 9G/9« is a map, not linear in general,
from a suitable subset in C into the set of linear maps from C in C. Formulae similar
to (5.8) and (5.9) are valid for the higher derivatives.

Henceforth it is assumed that Assumption 1.3 holds true for some T> hQ > h.
We now begin the presentation of a sequence of technical results, which culminate

in Theorem 5.14.
Lemma 5.1. (i) 9/9/ is a bounded linear operator from Cd k into Cd k_ x and

||9/9/|| = 2k2/h, Vd iCf. (5.4).)
(ii) 9/9/ commutes with H, M, X\dm and Mm on {u | u e C, 9u/9/ GC].

(C/

(1.23), (1.24), (4.3) and (4.4).)
(iii) H is a bounded linear operator from C into C. Moreover, \\H\\ < 47r.
(iv) Mm is a bounded linear operator from C into C. Moreover, \\Mm\\ = 1.
(v) Jx is a bounded linear operator from C into C. Moreover, \\JX\\ = h.

(vi) 7ifc, Ttk_j are bounded linear operators from C into C.
(vii) All partial derivatives of G up to a certain order are bounded on {u£C|

llu|| < \\u*\\+5}.

iCf Assumption 1.3.)

Proof In Cd k, 9/9/ operates on polynomials of degree < k. Thus 9/9/ is bounded. The bound on its norm follows from the Markov-Bernstein inequality, which
asserts that |||/'||| < &2Ill/Ill, where /is a polynomial

the supremum norm on [—1, 1].

If /is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind

of degree k, then the equality sign maintains.
(i). The commutativity

of degree < k. The norm III • IIIis

(Cf. Rivlin [17, p. 105].)

This proves

of 9/9/ with IId m and with Mm is obvious, because IId mu,

and Mmu are trigonometric

polynomials with coefficients which are linear combinations

of the u(Ty,t), cf. (4.2), (4.3), (4.4). The commutativity of 9/9/ with H and with M
follows, if 8/9/ and J2 commute! However, for all u G C with ||9u/9/|| < °°, 9u/9/ G C,
the definition of differentiability easily shows dJ2/dt = J2(d/dt). This proves (ii). (iii)
and (iv) follow easily from the definition of H and of Mm,respectively, and (v) is an
immediate consequence of the interval length h in the /-direction,

of the Lagrange interpolation formula.

tion 1.3(ii) into the G-terminology.

(vi) is a consequence

Finally, (vii) is just a transcription of Assump-

D

Remark 5.2. \\nk\\ > G(log k), cf. Schönhage [19, p. 125]. Thus, |brfc||is not
uniformly bounded in k, k —►°°. This is probably also true for ||îrk_,||.

Lemma 5.3. ||//TId m|| is bounded uniformly in d and m, m > 2d + 1.
Proof.

The arguments are very similar to the ones used in the proof of the

Erdös-Turan Theorem, cf. Cheney [3]. We show that nd m is bounded uniformly in
d, m from C into a larger space; then we use the fact that H is a bounded linear operator

from this larger space back into C
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Let T = [p \p G Z, -Urn - l)/2) < p < (m/2)}, and let
S=

v|v(r)=

Z eipTap,apGC

.

Let 0p G S be defined by 0„Oy) = 5 -, for 0 < p, /' < m - 1 and with r- = 27r//m.
We introduce the operator IIm as follows:
m-l

(nmu)(/, r) = Z <t, rp)4>piT), t G [0, h], Vr.
p= 0

Thus, (nmu)(/, • ) is the trigonometric interpolation polynomial of u(/, • ) on the
abscissae t¡. Observe that

(nmuXr, r) = Z eipTupit).
per
Thus, since {p \p G Z, \p\ < d} C T,

fl'Wd.m"*' r)\2dt < J"o2"l(nmuXz,
r)|2dt.
Now we observe that

S2on<t>piT)jqiT)dT
= ±bpq.
This is so, since the integral equals the discrete approximation
I m-l

Z <t>p(Tfia(Tj)'

m /=0

because <j>, <j> G S. Consequently

iiowx/,

• )n22(o27r)
i m-l

< H(nmuXi,• )ll^2(027r)< -

Z

Ht, rp)\2 < Hull2.

Since H is bounded as a linear operator from L2(0, 27r) into L°°iO, 2ir), we finally

obtain

||MIdmu||<

sup ll(/mdmu)(/, -)||
re(o,/i)

< sup CT
fG(0,/i)

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

NI = ||W|I2 „INI.

L*^L

LL^L

D

Remark 5.4. It is known that ||TIm|| = 0(\og m), cf. Schönhage [19, p. 127].
We expect a similar behavior for ||fld m|| if 2d + 1 is close to m. Of course, the fact

that ||IIm|| - G(log m) is closely related to the bound H^H > 0(log k), cf. Remark

5.2. D
In order to avoid the repetitious use of the same phrases, we will use c to denote

a generic constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. The value of c may
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depend on k, on the choice of the abscissae of ttk (on a unit interval), on S (cf.

Assumption 1.3(h)) and on upper bounds (up to a certain order which depends on k)
for the partial derivatives of G on the set {u| ||u|| < ||"oll + 5}. Also, the value of c
may depend on the upper bounds e0, hQ for e and h respectively. The value of c never
depends on e, h, d or m.

Lemma 5.5. Let u G C, and let G(u) and G(7rfcnmu)be well defined. Then
*knd,mG(«kUmu)'

«kUd,mG(*)

for all k, d, m. (Xlm is defined as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 above.)
Proof.

TikUd mG(u) is determined by the values of G(u) at the points (/-, r ),

with the /• taken from among the abscissae t0, ...,

tk of itk and with r

= 2irp/m,

p = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. However, at these points we have G(u) = G(7rknmu).

D

Lemma 5.6. For all h > 0,
(i) ||ry'(u - irkn)/ôt>\\ < c«m-'ï|9mu/9/",||, / = 0, 1, . . . , m < k + 1,
(ii) liy'(u - Hk_xxx)/ôt'\\ < c«m-/||9mu/9/m||, / = 0, 1, . . . , m <k,

(iii) l^u/g/'ïl < cWÜnßn,i = 0, 1, . . . , k + 1,
(iv) ||9X_ ,u/9/'ï| < d^u/g/'ïl, / = 0, 1, . . . , k,
provided that the derivatives exist in C.
Proof,

(i) and (ii) are an immediate consequence of a result of Ciarlet-Raviart

(cf. [4], their Theorem 5, Section 4). Then

97^u

<

bt>

+

y <

u)

By setting m = j in (i) we obtain (iii). The proof of (iv) is similar.

D

Lemma 5.7. Let u, u + w G {u | Mlulll
< |||«*||| + 5}. Then for j = 0, 1,. . . ,k
we have

<c<||w||

^7rfc{G(u+w)-G(u)}

+

y" III

gril}-

+

For / = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, we have
^rñk_x{G(u

+ y,)-G(u)}

<c<llw|| +

+

y' III

Proof. By Lemma 5.6(iii),
^rnk{G(u

+w)

G(u)} <c

^

{G(u + w) - G(u)}

Also note that
G(u + w) - G(u) = [0 (¿G)(u

+ sw)wds.

Because of the smoothness of G, we may interchange 9/9/ and integration with respect

to s. The set {u | |||u||| < \\\u*\\\ + 5} is convex; thus u + xw belongs to this set for all
s G [0, 1].

Consequently because of Lemma 5.1(vii), we may write (9//9/y)(9G/9«)

■

(u + sw)w as a linear combination of derivatives of w, with coefficients which are derivatives of dG/du, evaluated at u + sw and at derivatives of u + sw. The highest deriva-
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tive which occurs is of order </'.

Thus, because of Lemma 5.1(vii), these coefficients

are bounded uniformly in s. In fact, the bounds depend only on |||uj£||| + 5 and on the

bounds for certain derivatives of G. This proves the first inequality. The second inequality follows similarly from Lemma 5.6(iv).

D

Lemma 5.8. Let u G il ~M)C, and let |||u||| < 5/4. Let r¡ be a polynomial of
degree < k Qn the variable /), and let |||t?IM< 5/4. Then there exists a constant h0

such that for all h G (0, h0], and all m> 1:
(i) the equation
x = t + r¡+JxMmG$+x)
has a unique solution x, \\x\\ < \\u*,\\+ 5/2.
(ii) the equation
xh =%+7}+Jx*k_xMmG(Z

+ xh)

has a unique solution x , xn a polynomial of degree < k. Also \\xh\\ < \\u*\\ + 5/2.

(iii) iff] = 0, then x - xh obeys the following inequalities:

^ix-xH)

Proof.

<chk-'+i,

We use Picard iteration.

j = 0,\,...,k.

G is Lipschitzian by Lemma 5.1 (vii), \\Mm\\ is

bounded, cf. Lemma 5.1(iv), and so is ||îrjfc_1||, cf. Lemma 5.1(vi). It then follows
easily that the Banach fixed point theorem applies, which proves (i) and (ii). Since the
second equation is just a collocation type of approximation for the first one (both

interpreted as differential equations), the results of Russell [18] apply. This leads to
the estimates in (iii), but with constants which are w-dependent.

Since ||Mm|| < 1,
Vm, the dependence of these constants on m is readily removed. This proves the third

assertion.

An independent

proof, based on Lemma 5.6, is also possible.

D

Lemma 5.9. Let v, u G (/ - M)C, and such that |||vj||, |||u||| < 5/4. Let nx, r¡2
be polynomials of degree < k, and such that \\\t)x\\\,|||t,2||| < 5/4. Let h G [0, h0],
with h0 sufficiently small. Let xh, yh G [x | ||x|| < \\u*\\ + 5} and let
xh=ï

+ rix +Jxñk_xMmG(u+xh),

/=?+7?2+71^_1A/mG(v+/).

Then
||X*-yi|<(l

Moreover, for j = 1, 2, . . . , k

+CÄ)||T?, -T/2||+CÄ||U-V!|.
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Proof.

Since Lemma 5.1 (vii) applies,' the results follow directly from the formula

for x" - yH and the fact that h is sufficiently small. D
Now let us introduce the map F from an open neighborhood of 0 G C as follows:
Fiu0, u) = xh iff xh = £ + uQ + Jx 7rk_ ,AfmG(u + xh). Thus, the range of F consists
of the polynomials of degree < k. Lemma 5.8 shows that F is well defined for all

u G C with |||u0||| < 5/4, |MuMl
< 5/4. Also, Lemma 5.9 describes the Lipschitz character of F on this closed set.
By making use of F, the discretized equations (5.2a)-(5.2b) may be written
equivalently as

(5.10a)

»d.fc = Dk"knd,mG(ud,k)'

(5.10b)

"o = Fi- ud>fc(0, 0), udfc).

In general, the right-hand side of these equations is not a contraction on a suitable
domain. Therefore, we introduce the map F0, defined by

(5.11)

F0iu) = Fi- DkttkX\d,mG(uX0,0), DkirkndmGiu)).

This map F0 does have contraction properties, for e > 0 sufficiently small. This is the
content of the next lemma.

Lemma 5.10. £eru,u + w£{u| |||u||| < |||u*||| + 5, |||u||| < 5/4}. Let e G
(0, eQ], h G (0, h0], with e0, h0 sufficiently small. Then

(i) F0 is well defined on {u| |||u||| < III«Jill+ 5, |||u||| < 5/4} and FQ maps this
set into {u | Hlulll< |||u*||| + 5/2, u = 0}.
(ii) Forj = 0, 1,2,.. . ,k,
^fcrrknd>m{G(u+w)-G(u)}

<c^e||w||

+

+ e

w + e'

bt>

y +i

+ ek-j+ 1

+
dt'Fiwl

9fc

97W

For j = 1, 2, . . . , k, we have
|r{F0(u

+ w)-F0(u)}

<c

y{elMI+ ••• + £ bt'- iw

+ e^

9/'

w +

+ ek~'+2

br

}■

For j = 0 we have
||F0(u + w)-F0(u)||
<c|e||w||

Proof.

+••

• + ep + 1

9p
w
btp

+ ek+l

bl*w' }■

i Lemma 4.1, we have irkUd m = TId mirk. Because of Lemma
Becausee of

5.1(h) and the definition of Dk (cf. (1.27)), we then obtain
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y
~^F>knkWd m

'■ymd,msl7 + ---+i-eH)k-''md,m^}*k

Now apply Lemma 5.3 (uniform boundedness of HTld m), Lemma 5.1 (iii) (boundedness
of H), and the first estimate of (ii) follows immediately

from Lemma 5.7.

This first estimate of (ii) is now used to prove (i). It follows from Lemma 5.8

that F0 is well defined on the indicated set if \DkirkUd mG(u)(0, 0)| < 5/4 for all u in
that set. Using the first estimate of (ii), we obtain

&k*kndimG(U)(0, 0)| < ||öfc7rfcnd>mG(u)||

< \\°k^d,m

(Gin) - G(0)}|| + \\Dk*kf\d mG(0)||

<ce + ||Dk7rfcndmG(0)||.
Because of the smoothness of g, and thus G, and in particular by the smoothness of

G(0), it follows that ||Dfc7rfcndmG(0)|| < ce. Thus Lemma 5.8 applies, and thus F0 is
well defined on {u| |||u||| < |||w*||| + 5, |||u||| < 5/4}. The second set of estimates of

(ii) follow directly from Lemma 5.9. The second assertion of (i) follows easily if we
observe that |Fn(u) - £| < c + ch.

D

If x G R", y G R", we say that x < y if x¡ < y¡ for all coordinates x¡, y¡ of x
and y, respectively. If B and C are matrices with the same number of rows and columns,
then we say B < C if By < Cy for all matrix coefficients By, Cy of B and C, respective-

ly.
Lemma 5.11. Let x, b G R", and let L be an n x n matrix with nonnegative
coefficients. Let (I - L)~x have nonnegative coefficients as well. Then x < Lx + b

implies x <(I - L)~ ' b.
Proof. Since the coefficients of (/ - L)~l are nonnegative, applying (/ - L)~l

to both sides of the inequality x < Lx + b yields the result.
We apply this lemma in situations where

= (llw||, . . . , bt> w

(5.12)

with w as in Lemma 5.10.

D

9*-

w„

Hence, the matrix L we require is given by

B B

(5.13)

W D,
e

e2 . . . . ek

+'\

(5.14)

B=

e

e2.ek+1

e

e2.ek

e

e

e

e.... e

e

+i I
'....€*

D
e
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Lemma 5.12. Let L be given by (5.13) and (5.14). Then, for all e G (0, e0], e0
sufficiently small, we have

IB B^
<I + cl

0<(/-¿)"1

\B BJ
Proof. The existence of (I —L)~l and the convergence of the series I + L +L2
+ • • ■are obvious, since e is small. This also shows (/ - L)~ l > 0. Now

IB B^
L<c\
^B B,
It is easily verified that B2 < keB. Thus
¡B2

B2\

L2 <2c2[

B

B\

\B

B>

)<2kec2{
\B2

B2

Thus, for e0 sufficiently small, and all e G (0, e0]
L+L2
which proves the assertion.

B B^

_1

+

1 - 2kc2e o\B

B,

D

The results of Lemma 5.9—Lemma 5.12 are summarized in the following lemma:

Lemma 5.13. Assume:
(i) wd k is the solution of
wd,k = Dk"kUd,mG(™d,k)

<

+ V,

= S- wd>k(0, 0) + /, nk_ xMmG(vdk) + t?0,

with r/0 G MCdk, v G (I - M)Cd>k.
(ii) ud k is the solution of the unperturbed equations (5.2a)-(5.2b).

(iii) udk, wdk G {u| lllulll< |||u*||| + 5, lllulll< 5/4}.
(iv) e0, h0, \\\r¡\\\and \\\n0\\\are sufficiently small.

Let
( ~
x = {^d,k

bk
^(wd,fe-ud,fc)

- "d,kW>■■■'

y= (llw*-ii*||,...,||^f(wS-«S)||)
/-

bk ~\\T

x = (Hill.•••. ¿¿¿n I .
/

*= (llio".•••>

bk

\T

äp^o j •

X/so, /e/ U and V be the ik + 1) x ik + 1) matrices,

)'■

,
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/ 1

U= c

V=c

I1

. .1

1 0

0

1

1 o

respectively. Then, for all e G (0, e0], h G (0, h0] and all m, d,

(1 + cB

cB \/l

I + cB/\V

0\/X\

U/\\¡if

where B is given by (5.14).
Proof. The proof of this lemma closely resembles the proof of Lemma 5.10. So
we omit this proof. D
The statement of Theorem 5.14 below contains asymptotic bounds in e and h,
valid on the rectangle (0, e0] x (0, hQ] in e, A-space. We distinguish between Oiephq)
and Oieshr) iff (p - s)0/ ~r)<0.
The term Oiephq) is incorporated into O(eV) if
(p > s) A (q > r). We make an exception for the terms 0(ek+l) and 0(ek+ lh), because their source is so different.
In the statement of Theorem 5.14 below, we encounter error-terms of the type
y

rnd,m)^c([u]t)

/<*.

It is not so useful to give asymptotic bounds for these errors, especially if the functions,
on which / - nd m operates, are of class C°°. Therefore, we use the symbol r\dm to
denote a common upper bound for those errors. Thus t\d>m —►0 for d, m —►°°. The
rate of convergence of T?dm to zero depends on the smoothness of G, [u]k etc. In
particular, it depends on the smoothness, as a periodic function in r, of [u]fc, G([u]fc)
etc. This may depend on e, since the problems we are considering here have the tendency "to change the frequency"

for increasing e. However, since e 6 (0, e0], we are

always able to use an upper bound. Thus, r\d m is independent of e. Also, r¡d m is
independent of h. It turns out that the dependence on h in an error term like

||(/ - TIdíí¡)7rfcG([u]fc)||may be bounded from above for all h G (0, hQ]. (This is done
by Lemma 5.6.) Thus r\d m does not depend on e and h. However it may, and will,
depend on k.
The technical results just obtained will now be used to prove the following

theorem (5.14) which characterizes properties of the smooth solutions exploited by

the algorithm of Section 4.
Theorem 5.14. Assume:
(i) Assumption 1.3 holds.
(ii) e0, h0 are sufficiently small in relation to k, to the choice of the abscissae
of irk (shifted to a unit interval), to 5 as in Assumption 1.3(ii), and to the upper bounds
for the partial derivatives of G up to a certain order (which depends on k).
Then:

(a) The equations (5.2a)-(5.2b)

have a unique solution in the complete metric
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space (5(5), p). Here
Sib) = {udk G Cdk\ |||ud>k||| < \\\u*\\\ + 5, \\\udik\\\ <5/4},

and the metric p is induced by \\\ • |||. (C/ (5.6) for ||| ■|||.)
(b) //ud k = ud k + Wqdenotes the unique solution o/(5.2a)-(5.2b)
then
(bO

\\uh0-[u0]k\\^c{hk

+ 1 +e2hk

+ ••• + ek+1Ä} +cefc+1

in 5(5),

+ Tjdm.

For/ = 1, 2, . . . , k,

(b2) |r("o

- [«oW <c{A*-/+1 + eV"''

+ • • • + e*~>+2Ä}+ cefc+1 + %>,

For / = 0, 1, 2,. . . , k,
|y

0>3) 9//' (V*

- [uU

<C{eÄfc->-+1 + • • • + efc->+1/i} + cek+l + er,d m.

Here c is a generic constant, independent of e, h, d and m. r\d m —►0 for d, m —►°°
uniformly in e and h. The rate of convergence of r\d m —►0 is determined by the

smoothness of [u]fc, [u]fc+j as periodic functions in r.
Proof. Instead of (5.2a)-(5.2b) we consider the equivalent equations
(5.15a)

udk = DkTtkX\dmGindk

(5.15b)

»o = F0(udk

+ uh0),

+ uh0),

cf. (5.10), (5.11). The right-hand side of the above equations defines a map, which is
well defined on S(8). It follows from Lemma 5.10 that the image of 5(5) under this
map is in S(8), and it also follows from Lemma 5.10 that this map is Lipschitzian on
S(5) in the metric induced by ||| ■ |||. The Lipschitz constant is 0(e), uniformly in
h, m, d, but not uniformly in k. Thus, with e0 sufficiently small, as in (ii) above, the
Lipschitz constant is < 1. Thus, the Banach fixed point theorem applies. This proves
assertion (a).
The error estimates, i.e. assertion (b), are obtained by comparing the solution
ud k with a suitable approximation to [u]k. We choose vd k = 7rfcTIdm [w]k as this
approximation. Insert this approximation into the equations (5.2a)—(5.2b). This yields

a residual (local discretization error).

Then we obtain bounds for the difference be-

tween vd k and the solution ud k by means of Lemma 5.13. Since bounds for the

difference between vd_fcand [u]k are easily obtained, we thus get bounds for the difference between ud k (the discrete approximation) and [u]^.
So we must compute the residual r¡ and we must estimate the difference between
yd,k and [ulfc. Let us consider the difference \dk - [u]fc first. We have

vo- ("ok = ïïAWt

- MM*

= *k(Mm-M)[u]k+(Trk-l)[u0]k.
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The term (nk - l)[u0]k is easily estimated through the use of Lemma 5.6. The term
irk(Mm -^[u]^

may be estimated through the use of Lemma 5.6(iii). Also observe

that 9/9/ commutes with M - Mm for [u]k smooth (and [u]k is smooth).

Thus, for

7 = 0, 1, ...,*,
y

^-(4
at> - KU

<c

(M„

+ ch k-j+l.

mjjMk

In a similar manner we obtain for / = 0, 1, . . . , k, that

# t~
W(vd,k

(5.16)

- r~i
[«]*)ï

y r~.
d,m fal

<chk~'+1

+ c (M-Mm)^[u\k

('-ndlM)|^rA

+ C

Since [u]k is smooth, we may estimate ||TId m(y/9/7)[u]fc||

by a bound independent

of d and m (this is not in conflict with Remark 5.4). [u]k = 0(e), (cf. (1.28a)) and so
are its derivatives. Thus, the first two terms in the right-hand side of (5.16) are
hk~i+iO(e)

+ r\dmO(e).

and [u]k = 0(1).

The last term in the right-hand side of (5.16) contains [u]k,

However, for [u]fe smooth, we know that (M - Mm)(b'/bt')[\i]k

is

given by a series, the coefficients of which are taken from the Fourier expansion of

(y'/g/'Xu^. Thus,
y
W-Mm)w[u]k

0

for m

Thus,
*t~

r~i N

0(hk~'+ l) + ridm

uniformly in e G (0, e0].

This allows for estimates which are (probably) sharp with respect to their order in e

and in h.
The residual r\ has to be computed in much the same way. Use should be made
of the above estimates, Theorem 1.4, Corollary 1.5, the expressions (5.1a)—(5.1b) for

[u]k, Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6. The details of this (tedious) computation are not
especially illuminating. The result is: for j = 0, 1, . . . , k,

y

97^
y'~

<chk-'+l

<c{ehk->+1

+

Vd,

+••

• + ek-'+ih]

+cek+1

+ er/dm.

Now apply I.emma 5.13, to conclude the proof of the theorem. D
Remark 5.15. The 0(efc+1)-terms in statement (b) of Theorem 5.14 are due to
the difference between Dk and Dk_ x and to the occurrence of G([u]fe_ j) in (5.1a).
The appearance of these 0(ek+l)-terms is a consequence of comparing ud k to [u]fc.
One might ask whether the difference between <ï>(//e)ud k(t, t/e) and x(t), x the exact
solution of (1.1), contains an 0(efc+1)-term. Numerical evidence suggests that the term
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0(ek+1)

is also present in this difference.

This would imply that there is no conver-

gence, either to [u]fc or to u, for h —> 0, e fixed, m, d —►°°.

D
It is well known that the error of numerical processes may be different (and

better) in behavior, for h —> 0, at certain special points in the (/, r)-space (supercon-

vergence). Our approximation displays a similar effect. Let us assume that

Çofit)dt- fHoGk_,/XOdt
= Oihs+l), h -* 0,
for all sufficiently smooth /

Since

Sh0Gk.J)it)dt = fHoinkf)it)dt
and since ||/-

7rfc/|| = OQik+ l),h—>0,it

follows that s > k + 1. We will characterize

this situation by saying that irk defines a quadrature rule of order s. The following
theorem, giving a superconvergence result, is based on the results of Russell [18].

Theorem

5.16. Ifirk defines a quadrature rule of order s, then we have

\udikih, 0)-[u]kih,

<c|/is+1

0)1

+h\\udik-[Z]k\\ +h^{udk-[Z]k]

+Hi,m}-

Here c is a constant independent of e, h, m and d.
Proof. Let xh be the solution (cf. Lemma 5.8) of

xh = ? - [u]fc(0, 0) + JxHk_ xg0i[u]k + xh).

Then, x"ih) - [u0]kih) = Oihs+l), see Russell [18]. We have
"o = %- [u]k(0, 0) + /,\_

^0([u]fc

+ u%) + T?,

where r\ is a residual. We introduce the abbreviation z = ud k - [u]k.
seen that

||t?+ z(0, 0)||<cA||z||

Then it is easily

+ hr,dm.

Í.9 we get a bound for ||i/q
||«q - x"\\.
x*||. Here we employ the somewhat
Using Lemma 5.9
sharper bound

\\uh0-xh -r,\\<chU\<ch\\z\\+h2ndm.
Hence, upon collecting all these estimates, we get

«*ft(A, 0)-[u]k(h,

0)

= "fa) - [u0]kih)+ 7(h, 0)
= {x\h) - [uQ]k(h)}+ [zih, 0) - ziO,0)} + OQiÜW)+ Oihr¡dm).
This completes the proof of the theorem.

D

Remark 5.17. If h is an integer multiple of 27re, then the periodicity in r shows
that there is superconvergence for ud k(h, h/e) - [vi]k(h, h/e).

of Theorem 5.16 above will be made useful.

D

This is how the result
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We turn now to the question of stability of the method. To start with we consider the influence of a small perturbation f of the initial vector %. Thus, consider the
equations

(5.17a)

™d,k = Dk*kUd,mG(wd,kl

(5.17b)

<

= £ + r - wd;fe(0, 0) + /1^fc_1MmG(wd)fc).

The result of the following lemma will be used to derive a stability statement ; it will
also be used to derive global error estimates.

Lemma 5.18. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.14 hold. If |f| is sufficiently
small, then the equations (5.17a)-(5.17b) have a unique solution wd k G 5(5). Moreover the estimates,
fifi vwd, k

ud, k>

< ecin,

y

u(<-<)
bt>
\[wdkiO,h)-udtkiO,h)-Ç\\<ch\Ç\,

i

0, 1, . . . , k, with c a generic constant, independent of e, h, m, d, are valid.
Proof

Existence of a unique solution follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.14.

The first two estimates are given by Lemma 5.13. The last estimate comes from

wd(jt(/i, 0) - udk(h, 0) = J"0ft|-{wd>fc(/,0) - ud>fc(/,0)} dt + f.

D

The obvious conclusion of this lemma is the following Consequence 5.19.

Consequence 5.19. The self-starting method is stable with respect to small per-

turbations in the initial vector %,for all e G (0, e0],h G (0, h0], \jm, d. D
We are also able to obtain global error estimates. I.e., for the self-starting method
applied on consecutive subintervals (0, h), (h, 2h), . . . C [0, T].

E.g., on the subinter-

val (h, 2h) the initial vector £ is chosen as ud k(h, h/e), ud k being the approximation
to [u]k on (0, h). Thus, if h = 27rpe, p integer, we may use Lemma 5.18 to describe
the build-up of the global error at the nodes jh (in the uncoupled time /). This is a
consequence of the periodicity in the r-direction.

Hence, with suitable assumptions on

g we obtain the following Consequence 5.20.

Consequence 5.20. Let the self-starting method be applied on consecutive sub-

intervals (0, h), (h, 2h), (2h, 3h), . . . C [0, T]. Let nk define a quadrature rule of
order s, s > k + 1. Then the global approximation

error e(t),

e(t) = x(t) - <I>(//e)udkit, t/e)

is majorized by (jh < T)
„fc+i
\eijh)\ < chs + c{ehk + • ■ ■ + ekh] + ceK+ ' + i?dm

sup
t<E(0,nh)C[0,T]

|e(/)| <chk+1

+c{ehk

+ • • • + ekh +cek+l]

+ r?d ,
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The generic constants c do not depend on e, h, m, d, but they do depend on T and

k. D
The proof is rather easy to obtain in view of previous results, and it will be

omitted.

However, we prefer to give a nonrigorous description of the error mechanism

of the self-starting method.
Consider the subinterval (0, h). Let f be a small perturbation in the initial vector

%. The method determines envelopes on (0, h), and those envelopes approximate
corresponding envelopes of [u]k. At / = 0, each envelope, as determined by the

method, approximates the corresponding envelope of [u]fe, the error being dependent

on f, but also on the parameters used in the method.

This is the situation at / = 0 for

each of the envelopes. These "initial" errors, at / = 0, in the envelopes are propagated
(along the envelopes). During this propagation process a relative change of at most
0(ft) may take place. So, the "initial" errors are encountered at / = h multiplied by

1 + 0(ft). Also, in going from / = 0 to / = h, the error in each of the components
picks up a local error. Hence, at / = h, the error in each envelope is [1 + 0(A)] x
{"initial" error}, plus a local error. The global error at / = ft is obtained by recombination of the envelope errors at / = ft. If ft = 27rpe, p integer, then the [1 + 0(ft)] x
{"initial" error}'s recombine into the global error at / = 0, plus a perturbation of

relative size 0(ft). This is exactly the assertion of Lemma 5.18.
It is not so clear what happens if ft = 27rpe, p not an integer. Rigorous, but
straightforward, global error estimates are certainly not very sharp. This is quite fortunate, for such estimates contain terms like r\d m/h. One expects that a certain amount

of cancellation takes place, which reduces the linear build-up of local errors. But the
extent to which this occurs is an open question.
In summary,

these arguments

show that the self-starting

method

goes through

three stages: decomposition, propagation along envelopes, and recombination.

The

condition ft = 27rpe, p integer, causes the decomposition and the recombination to
take place in phase.
It is not so easy to give an analysis of the self-starting method, which is based

directly on these ideas. In the first place, the situation is more complicated than
sketched, because of the interaction between the envelopes during the propagation

phase. Second, envelopes and Fourier series engender convergence questions. That is
why we used a somewhat more abstract approach.

However, the basic idea, outlined

above, is preserved to some extent in treating the MCd fc-component and the

(7 - M)Cd fc-component separately. This seems to be the important dichotomy.
We do not have a rigorous analysis for the algorithm based on the backward
differentiation formulae (2.8). In fact a rigorous treatment of these methods is much
more difficult, because these methods are not as directly related to [u]k as is the selfstarting method. However, if the above nonrigorous discussion has some sense in the
multistep method case, then we see that in the multistep method situation only one
stage occurs: propagation along the envelopes. No decomposition, nor recombination
in the very strict sense of the self-starting method takes place. If this idea is correct,
it follows that no condition of the type ft = 2irpe, p integer, is necessary for a 'good'
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global error behavior. For very simple linear problems and with the simplest backward
differentiation formula (backward Euler method), it seems to be true that ft = 2flpe, p
integer, is not required.

However, for those problems the number of envelopes is very

small, and those simple examples are certainly not representative for the class of prob-

lems we want to deal with.
Finally, we consider the stability with respect to perturbations of the right-hand
side. Usually, this type of stability is closely related to the stability with respect to a

perturbation of the initial vector, cf. Consequence 5.19. Here the situation is complete-

ly different.

Consider the perturbed equations (perturbation r¡ G Cd k)

(5.18a)

w d,k

(5.18b)

<

DmlrkUd,mG(wdJ

) + v,

= * - ™d,k(0>0) + Jx nk_ xMmGiwd>k) + q0

Estimates of the effect of these perturbations are given in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.21. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.14, let H11?Ill,
lllr/0|||be sufficiently small. Then the equations (5.18a)-(5.18b)
w.d,k

CP+1

+

"d.fcl <C

p=l

w;

have a unique solution wd k G 5(5), and

9/P

+ £e"

<c j||T?0||+ Ze p + i btpVo
p=i

+

_9f_ I
9/pT?0

p= 0

+ Z*p+1
p= 0

I.

_y

9/p n

The (generic) constant c does not depend on e, ft, m, d.

Proof. Just apply Lemma 5.13. □
It is instructive to interpret this result. This is done by considering two different
situations. First, we assume that r¡, r¡0 are smooth, i.e., their derivatives with respect
to / are bounded uniformly in ft, ft G (0, ft0]. Such perturbations may arise if, in actual
computations,

an approximation

mation being smooth.

for g is used, the difference between g and its approxi-

The obvious conclusion of Lemma 5.21 is that the method is

stable with respect to smooth perturbations of the right-hand side, uniformly in e and ft
for e G (0, e0], h G (0, ft0].

Second, we consider rough 77,t?0. These perturbations

are characterized by the fact that ||9t)/9/||, ||9t?0/9/|| are realistically estimated by

2fc2||Tj||/ft, 2fc2||i70||/ft respectively, cf. Lemma 5.1(f). Such rough perturbations may be
caused by rounding errors due to the finite precision of the arithmetic used. Now the
obvious conclusion of Lemma 5.21 is that the method is stable with respect to rough

perturbations only if 2k2e/h < c, c a constant.

These conclusions are summarized in

the following Consequence 5.22.

Consequence 5.22. The self-starting method is stable with respect to smooth
perturbations of the right-hand side, uniformly in e, ft for e G (0, e0], ft G (0, ft0] and

uniformly in m, d. The method is stable with respect to rough perturbations of the

right-hand side if 2ek2/h < c, for some constant c, and all m, d. D
We conclude this section with a remark concerning the initial value problem, cf.

(1.1),
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(5.19)

T,x = -x+git,x)+^p-,
dt

e

x(0) = £.

e

The numerical example to be treated in Section 6 below involves a problem of this
type.

If/is smooth, the substitution x = y - A~xf in (5.19) yields a problem of the
type (1.1) in j. This shows the relation between (5.19) and (1.1).
We do not require a substitution of the above type if we seek to apply the selfstarting method or the multistep method to (5.19) directly. However, theoretical

results may be derived by making the substitution x = y - A~xitkf, and by applying
the self-starting method to the problem in y (with y = x + A"x irkf). It is also possible
to give a theoretical treatment without the explicit use of this transformation. It should
be clear from the preceding sections and the analysis of this section how to proceed.
We just mention some results for the self-starting method applied to (5.19) directly. In general, the results of this section hold true for this problem as well, but there
are a few small modifications in the formulation. E.g., the set 5(5) in Theorem 5.14
has to be changed to a closed sphere with center A~xf ana radius greater than
|£ + ,4-1/(0)l- In the error estimates of assertion (b) of Theorem 5.14, ep, p > 0,
should be changed to ep~x. However, no term which is 0(1), e —►0, has to be
changed to 0(1 /e), e —►0! The global error estimates (cf. Consequence 5.20) now
take the form

(5.20)
(5.21)

k(/ft)l < chk + x + c{ehk + • ■• + ekh} + cek + r¡d m,
sup

|e(/)| <chk+x

+c{ehk

+ • • • + ekh] + cek + !?„„.

t£(0,nh)

However, if / = 0 and / = ft are abscissae of irk, then
(5.22)

\eijh)\ < chs + c{ehk + • ■• + ekh} + cek + j\dm.

This follows because the {nkf - /)-term now vanishes at the nodes jh. The estimate
(5.21) does not change.

6. A Numerical Example. We apply the methods described in Section 4 to a
simple problem. In order to have a problem for which the exact solution is known we
construct an ordinary differential equation of the type (5.19) as follows:
The solution of the second order equation

(6.1)

W*7~Ç-

*>0-

subject to the initial conditions

(6.2)

z(0) = 1 + —Lj,

z'iO) = - T±-?

is given by

(6.3)

z(/) = cos(//e)+ I^r?.
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A nonlinear problem is obtained by introducing the new variable x,

(6.4)

z=x+px2,

p>0.

It follows that x and y = e(d/dtpc satisfy the ordinary differential equation

<6-5)

dt'{y)=e'l_l

o\\y)+~e{x2_2y2_2xe-tr{e-tl
\

1 + 2px

/

\e

/

The initial conditions for x and y at t = 0 are easily computed by making use of (6.4).
In particular, we have

with z given by (6.3). We require that x(t) G R. Thus if we are interested in the
interval [0, T], we must restrict p through

(6.7)

P < [4 x
|_

max {-z(/)}l

fe[o,T]

J

< ¿n _.-7y
^\l

e

)

We choose f = 327r/100 ~ 1.005. Thus we have p <, 0.4.
For fixed e, increasing ju increases the influence of the nonlinear term in (6.5).
The influence of the nonlinear term determines the number of envelopes needed in
order to achieve a specified accuracy.

Thus, we expect that d (the number of envelopes

is 2d + 1) increases if ^i increases, for fixed e, and for the same accuracy.
As already observed in Section 5, the nonlinear term in (6.5) tends to "change
the frequency" of the problem. It is well known that the odd terms in a Taylor expansion for g(t, x) (expansion in x, about x = 0 for (1.1) and about x = -A~xf for (5.19))
are responsible for this frequency change. In this sense, the nonlinearity in (6.5) contains the small odd term 2px in the denominator.
series about - A" lf.

The term 2xe~f cancels in a Taylor

Thus the order of the odd terms in the nonlinearity

in (6.5) is

0(p2x/e). If this argument is correct, then p2 is the parameter which determines the
change in frequency. The methods of Section 4 deteriorate if a substantial change in
frequency takes place. The number of envelopes required for even moderate accuracy
becomes too large for all practical purposes.

The largest value of p used in the examples below is p = 0.3. This corresponds
to p2 ~ 0.1, and this seems reasonable.

We employ three different methods in the examples to follow:

First Method (With Lobatto Points, k = 1). This method is the self-starting
method used repeatedly on consecutive subintervals (0, ft), (ft, 2ft), ...

. We choose

k = 1. The projection irk assigns to / its linear interpolation polynomial on the abscissae /= 0, /= ft (Lobatto abscissae for k = 1).

Second Method (With Lobatto Points, k = 2). This is the self-starting method
used repeatedly on consecutive subintervals (0, ft), (ft, 2ft), ...

. We choose k — 2.

The projection ttk assigns to a function / its quadratic interpolation

abscissae / = 0, / = ft/2, / = ft (Lobatto abscissae for k = 2).

polynomial on the
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Third Method (Multistep Method). This is the method based on the backward
differentiation formula

(6.8)

\\xn - 18x„_, + 9x„_2 -2x„_3 = 6hf„

(standard multistep notation). We need starting values at / = 0, / = ft and / = 2ft.
These starting values are supplied by one step, stepsize 2ft, of the second method (with

Lobatto points, k = 2). Then we obtain approximations at / = 3ft, / = 4ft, etc. by

using (6.8).
In all examples we use the following conventions:

-The integration interval is [0, 32rr/100] (32tt/100 ~ 1.005).
—The values of m and d are kept constant over the integration interval.
—A fixed subinterval of length ft is used for the methods with Lobatto points
ik = 1, k = 2). For the multistep method, the starting values are obtained with
subinterval length 2ft (see above), and the multistep method itself is used with the

constant stepsize ft.
-We use a formulation of the methods involving $(r) and powers of <ï>(r),cf.
Section 3. Thus, we avoid complex arithmetic.

The nonlinear equations are solved by

a simple successive substitution process. This process corresponds directly to the one
suggested in relation to (4.17).

A similar process is used for the multistep method.

We perform only a finite number of successive substitution steps; consequently,
Numerical experiments convince us of the accuracy of the results given in the tables and graphs. The
error due to performing only a finite number of successive substitution steps is estimated
to be typically less than 1% of the results given.
we obtain approximations for the solutions of the discrete equations.

We consider global errors at the nodes as well as envelope errors. As in Consequence 5.20, let e(r) denote the global error at the point / (/ and r coupled by r = t/e).
Let | ■ \x be the Holder 1-norm. For the methods with Lobatto points we define the
maximum error at the nodes, called Fnod, by

(6.9)

Enod=

max \eijh)\x,

0<j<n

nh = 32tt/100.

For the multistep method this quantity is defined by

(6.10)

Fnod = max |e(/ft)lr,

«ft = 32tt/100.

Observe that the starting values are disregarded in Fnod for the multistep method.

The envelope errors are defined for the first coordinate of the solution of (6.5)
only. This first coordinate of the solution is given by (6.6) and (6.3). Obviously, x
may be written as x = xit, r), by replacing t/e by r in (6.6).

Then, with convergent

Fourier series,
oo

(6.11)

xit, r) = ¿
p=0

oo

apit)cos pr + Z bpit)sin pr.
p=l
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Figure 6-1. Maximum error at the nodes for (6.5)
We even have bp = 0, Vp. The discretization methods yield approximations 'a for a ,
0 < p < c/, and approximations bp for bp, 1 < p < cf. For the methods with Lobatto

points the envelope error for a is defined by

(6.12)

l|flP"VlL~(o,32,r/iOO)-

For the multistep method the envelope error for a is defined by

(6.13)

max |a (/ft)-a

(;ft)|,

«ft = 32tt/100.

The envelope errors for b are defined similarly. Observe that the starting values are
disregarded in the envelope errors for the multistep method.

The value of ap(/) is approximated, making use of a discrete Fourier transform on
64 points. Since d < 15 in all examples, this seems accurate enough. The
L (0, 327r/100)-norm is estimated, using at least seven points per subinterval. Numerical
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6-2. Envelope errors for (6.5)

experiments indicate that the error in estimating the L°°(0, 327r/100)-norm in this way

is at most 4%.
In Figure 6-1 we display the maximum error at the nodes Fnod for the three
methods in graphical form. The methods are applied to the problem (6.5) with

e = 0.001,ju= 0.03.
For the methods with Lobatto points, the length ft of a subinterval ranges from

7t/100 ~ 0.03 to 8rr/100 ~ 0.25. For the multistep method we display the results as
a function of the equivalent stepsize. The equivalent stepsize is defined as twice the
actual stepsize. This is done because the method with Lobatto points (k = 2, subinterval length ft) and the multistep method (stepsize ft/2) use exactly the same set of points
(abscissae) in /, r-space (for equal d, m). Thus, the method with Lobatto points (k =
2, subinterval length ft) and the multistep method (equivalent stepsize ft) use the same

amount of information about the differential equation.
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The Lobatto points correspond to the abscissae of the trapezoidal rule (k = I)

and of Simpson's rule (k = 2). Thus, s = 2 for k = 1 and s = 4 for k = 2. (Cf.
Theorem 5.16 for the definition of s.) Hence, we have the upperbounds, (cf. (6.9) and

(5.22))

(6.14)

F

H<

n°d

ic(h2 + eh) + ce + T)dm,

* = 1,

|c(ft4+eft2+e2ft)

k = 2.

+ ce2+T?d,m,

The graphs in Figure 6-1 illustrate this theoretical result.

For k = 1 we have Fnod ~ 5.7F - 4 (with a 5% margin), for all ft and <2,m
under consideration.

Since e = 10-3, we conclude that the term 0(e) is very much

dominant in Fnod for ft < 1/4 and all d, m, d>

complicated.

3. For k = 2, the situation is more

For ft small, ft <J 1/10, the term r\d m (aliasing error) plays some part for

d = 3, m = 8, while for d = 7, m = 1 the term 0(e2) is dominant. The influence of

the length ft of a subinterval is (weakly) felt for ft ^ 1/10.
The error Fnod for the multistep method is roughly the same as Fnod for the

method with Lobatto points (k = 2), for d = 3, m = 8. This is not so surprising: the
aliasing error r/d m does not depend strongly on the discretization in the /-direction,
provided that the resulting algorithm is stable. We have already seen that the aliasing
error i?d m gives an important contribution to the error Fnod for the method with
Lobatto points (k = 2) for d = 3, m = 8. So we expect the same, and even the same

contribution, for the multistep method.

This is confirmed by the graphs of Figure 6-1.

Of course, this argument is made possible by the use of the equivalent stepsize.
For d = 1, m = 16 the behavior of Fnod for the multistep method and the behavior of Fnod for the method with Lobatto points (k = 2) differs considerably.

A
possible explanation is that the term 0(e2) is not important (perhaps even absent) in

Fnod for the multistep method. In this case the approximation properties which depend on ft are not obscured by the term 0(e2). The fact that the multistep method is
not so strongly related to the asymptotic series as is the method with Lobatto points
supports this explanation.
The error Fnod for the multistep method, d = l,m

= 16, in Figure 6-1 is

approximately a straight line (there is some leveling off at ft ~ 7r/100). Curiously
enough, the slope of this line is 2.4 (in the figure the logarithmic scale in the horizontal
direction is twice the one in the vertical direction).

This implies that Fnod ~ 0(ft2-4).

We have no explanation for this behavior.
In Figure 6-2 we display, in graphical form, the envelope errors for the method
with Lobatto points, k = 2. Cf. (6.12) for the envelope errors. We consider the envelope
errors for a0, ax, a2 and bx, b2. We observe that the envelope error admits the same
bound as the supremum norm of the error in the total approximation. The supremum
norm error for the total approximation is given by, cf. (5.21),
(6.15)

sup
re(o,327r/ioo)

|e(/)| < eft3 + c{eft2 + e2ft} + ce2 + T?dm.
'
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Il«„II

M7UISKF METHOD

umatto ronres (k - 2)

h • 2i/100

h • 4«/100

d • 13

d- 3
2.6Í-3)
6.8<-3)
1.4(-2)
1.9<-2)

7.6(-l)

9.K-1)
1.2C-1)
3.K-2)
1.0<-2)
3.8(-3)
1.5(-3)
6.4<-4>
2.8<-4)
1.2Í-4)
5.7(-5)
2.6Í-5)
1.2(-5)
5.9(-4)
2.8Í-«)
1.4Í-6)
6.6(-7)
3.2(-7)

10
U
12
13
14
15
16
17

3.K-Í)

2.K-4)

8.2(-«)
2.7(-3)
3.8(-5)
3.7(-5)

4.5(-4)

9.M.-S)

1.2(-7)
6.3Í-8)
3.4(-8)

1.SÍ-4)
2.3(-4)

1.4(-*)
5.t(-7)
2.6(-7)

d - 3

d- 7

d - 13

2.é(-3)
6.8(-3)
1.4(-2)

1.0(-5)
3.0(-5)

8(-4)
5 (-5)

1.8<-5)
3.5(-5)
S.é(-J)

6(-6)
6(-4)
0(-4)

l.»(-2)

9.3<-S)
1.3(-4)
2.3C.-4)

2.3(-i)

2.2Í-8)
2.9Í-8)
4.7(-8>

8.1(-«>
l.*(-7)
2.5(-7)
4.6<-7)

Table

6-1. Envelope errors for e = 0.01, p = 0.3

MTLTISTEFMETHOD

LOBATTO
POIHTS (k - 2)

h - 4»/100

h - 2w/100

II»,Il

2(-i)

0(-7)
.2(-7)
,6(-7)
,5{-7)
,8(-8)
.0(-8)
.2(-8)
.4(-7)
.5(-7)
.6(-7)

d - 3

4-7

d - 15

d - 3

6.8(-2)
1.7(-2)
3.0<-3)

1

6.8(-2)

*.6(-5)

4.5<-«>

2
3

1.7(-2)
S.0(-3)

1.9(-S)
8.3(-*)
4.8(-«)
3.7(-t)
4.0(-*>

l.iC-*)

4
5

6

ï.JW)

7
8
I
10

11

4.K-7)
1.6(-7)
6.5Í-8)
2.J(-8)
8.01-9)
1.8(-9)
l.K-10)
3.3(-10)
1.7(-10)

d - 7

i.4(-5)

1.8Í-5)
7.9W)
4.4(-6)
).«(•<)

3.7(-4)
S.ï(-i)

13

U
13

2.7(-7)
1.6(-7)

l.K-7)
7.8(-8)
4.5(-8)
2.7<-8)
1.6(-8)
8.4(-9)
4.1(-9)
3.4Í-9)

l.K-9)
2.t(-9)
3.0(-9)
9.0(-9)

U

3.7(-6)
l.lf-6)
4.«(-7)

4.3(-9)
Í.0C-9)

MAXIMUM
ERHÖR

AT TUE NODtS

Table

*.S(-2)

4.0Í-4)

6.3<-é)

Í.4Í-2)

3.8(-4)

1.4(-5)

6-2. Envelope errors, maximum error at the nodes, e = 0.01, p = 0.3
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5.0E"6k

— WITH LOBATTOPOINTS(d=7,m=l6,k=2)
O MULTISTEP
METHOD
(d=l5,m=32)
• MULTISTEP
METHOD
(d=7,m=16)

1 ¡I / J ÎÏÏ7TA
A
-I0E"5-

V
PROBLEMPARAMETERS€=00l,/i=03
INTERVAL
[0,32tt7I00]
SUBINTERVAL
LENGTH'47T/I00

Figure 6-3. Envelope error a0 - a0 for (6.5)
Thus, we see that the aliasing error r/d m is the dominant error in the envelope errors

for a0, ax, a2, bx, b2 for d = 3, m = 8. In the other case, i.e., d = l,m = 16, the
envelope error for aQ consists mainly of the term 0(ft3) (slope of the straight line for
Hflo~" floll ~ 3 in Figure 6-2). The envelope errors for ax and a2 are given by the term
0(e2) (or perhaps even 0(e3)), for small ft. But for ft ~ 1/4 the term 0(ft3) makes

Ml and ||/j,

ft2|| behave
like 0(ft2) (slope of the corresponding lines in Figure 6-2 is approximately 2). We are
inclined to believe that these errors represent the term 0(eh2) in (6.15).
itself felt. For d = 1 ,m = 16 the envelope errors

For the sake of completeness we note that the envelope errors for the multistep

method (these errors are defined by (6.13)) for the problem parameters e = 0.001,

p = 0.03 and for d = 7, m = 16 are: envelope error in aQ is 0(h), envelope errors in
ax, a2 are 0(ft3), envelope errors in bx, b2 are 0(ft2) (the corresponding curves are
straight lines). This behavior is not so easily explained. It might be that these errors
are mainly due to the errors in the starting values, even if the errors in the starting

values themselves are not taken into account in the envelope error, cf. (6.13).

In view

of the results of Section 2, particularly Lemma 2.5, and in view of the very weak non-

linearity of the differential equation (6.5) (with e = 0.001, p = 0.03), it is implausible
that the envelope errors for a0, a2, b2 (these envelopes are obtained by the smooth

solution concept) are due to the multistep method (6.8) itself. Indeed, the multistep

method itself would yield an 0(ft4) behavior for these errors. Thus, the explanation
in terms of errors in the starting values seems the more likely one. This strengthens

our impression that the multistep method is far superior to the self-starting method as
a global method; the self-starting method should only be used to generate starting
values.
A more severe test for the methods is offered by the differential equation (6.5)
with e = 0.01 and p = 0.3.

In Table 6-1 we give the envelope errors for the multistep

method (6.8) and for the method with Lobatto points (k = 2). The stepsize ft (for

the multistep method) as well as the subinterval length ft (for the method with Lobatto
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32»
100

ERBOR la

2*71600

1.01

3.2(-2)
2w/3200

l.S7(-l)

4.0(-3)

5.7<-3>
2»/6400

4.50C-2)

5.0(-5)

l-2(-5)

3.7Í-A)
2»/12800

Table

l.KK-2)

6-3. Richardson extrapolation table for trapezoidal rule, e = 0.001, p = 0.3

points) are given in Table 6-1. The table also lists the values of c? used. We have

m = 2d + 2 in all cases. The L°°(0, 327r/100)-norm of the envelopes a is also given.
Table 6-2 corresponds to Table 6-1 but yields the envelope errors for the b instead of
the ap. It also gives the errors Fnod.

As observed earlier, the multistep method and the method with Lobatto points
(k = 2) have the same behavior if the aliasing error is dominant (cf. the case d = 3).
Then from Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 it is seen that the aliasing error is dominant for

d = 3, less dominant for d = 7, and the aliasing error is felt in the higher order
envelopes only for d = 15. This is a strong experimental argument for the stability of
these methods.
In Figure 6.3 we display the envelope error a0 - a0 itself, as a function of /,

/ G (0, 32rr/100).

The points are obtained through the lineprinter (20 lines above
and below the horizontal axis). For the method with Lobatto points (k = 2) the error
a0 - a0 is clearly discontinuous with jump discontinuities at the joins of the subintervals. Also, on each subinterval the error is well approximated by a third degree polynomial, as is to be expected. For / > 3/4, the envelope error a0 - a0 for the method
with Lobatto points (k = 2) shows some weak signs of instability. This instability is
due to the problem, more so than to the method.

The exact solution of (6.5) with

e = 0.01 and p = 0.3 does not exist for all / > 0; the solution exists on [0, T) only,
and in view of (6.6), (6.7) we have T ~ 1.9. Thus, the singularity in the solution itself

makes itself felt for / > 3/4.
For e = 0.01, p = 0.3, we also solve the problem (6.5) by direct application of
the trapezoidal rule. The trapezoidal rule is chosen because of its favorable stability
properties for oscillatory problems. We use a constant stepsize ft, and at each step we
solve the nonlinear equations with a successive substitution process. We stop the
successive substitution process if two consecutive iterates differ less than 10-6 (in the
Holder 1-norm). The result for / = 32tt/100 is improved by Richardson extrapolation.
The Holder 1-norm of the approximation error at / = 327r/100 is listed in Table 6-3.
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It would be desirable to obtain some insight into the efficiency of the methods
of Section 4. It is clear that the behavior of the methods of Section 4 is almost independent of e, e —►0. Thus, the methods of Section 4 are more efficient than any
(classical) method provided that e > 0 is sufficiently small.

This is a relative statement about the efficiency of the methods of Section 4.
At present, it is not possible to give more absolute information about their efficiency.
However, it is clear that the methods of Section 4 solve a forced oscillation problem
at each step, cf. Urabe [22]. Thus, the efficiency of these methods depends strongly
on the efficiency of the process used in solving the forced oscillation problem. It is

conceivable that a piecewise polynomial discretization, or a finite difference method,
in the r-direction leads to a more efficient algorithm.
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